CITY OF CORDOVA, ALASKA
RESOLUTION 05-23-18

A RESOLUTION OF THE COUNCIL OF THE CITY OF CORDOVA, ALASKA,
APPROVING THE LICENSE FOR A MOBILE RESTAURANT FOR EARL WIESE dba
SOURDOUGH WAGON

WHEREAS, CMC 6.16.010 defines a mobile restaurant as any restaurant or other stand,
vehicle or cart or other movable structure or other means, by which food is sold to the public upon
public streets, sidewalks, alleys or other public rights-of-way, or upon private property not in a
structure affixed to the land; and

WHEREAS, applicants for mobile restaurant licenses shall be denied a license unless the
applicant demonstrates to the council that public convenience and necessity will thereby be
enhanced without causing undue risk or harm to the public health or safety; and

WHEREAS, operators of a mobile restaurant in Cordova must abide by Cordova
Municipal Code Chapter 6.16.050 which reads as follows:

A. A mobile restaurant may not be stopped or positioned in a manner or location that will
congest or impede the flow of traffic or otherwise interfere with the use of the streets or
access-ways by the public.
B. A mobile restaurant selling foods that are dispensed or wrapped in disposable containers
or packages shall be equipped with a sufficient number of accessible receptacles for disposal
of litter produced by sales, and the operator shall police all resulting litter from each area of
operation.
C. A mobile restaurant may not be operated from any location on a public street, alley or
right-of-way for a period of time in excess of two hours, unless the operator acquires written
permission from the city manager to operate for a longer designated period of time to provide
service to the public.
D. A mobile restaurant may not be operated in front of or immediately adjacent to an
established business offering the same or similar commodities from a fixed location.
E. The overall dimensions of a mobile restaurant shall not exceed a length of twenty-five
feet, a width of up to but not exceeding eight feet, nor a height of eleven feet, and the mobile
restaurant must be licensed and registered with the state. The gross weight of the mobile
restaurant shall not exceed ten thousand pounds.

WHEREAS, Earl Wiese has made application to the Clerk to operate a mobile restaurant;
and

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED that the Council of the City of Cordova,
Alaska, does hereby approve the application of Earl Wiese dba Sourdough Wagon for a license to
operate a mobile restaurant in Cordova.

PASSED AND APPROVED THIS 17th DAY OF MAY 2023

David Allison, Mayor

ATTEST:

Susan Bourgeois, CMC, City Clerk